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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years an increasing number of mathematicians working in the 
areas of analysis and probability have devoted their attention to problems in 
abstract probability theory. Of particular interest is research dealing with 
probability measures on Banach spaces, as well as probability measures on 
other linear topological spaces. This research is not only of fundamental impor- 
tance in the development of probability theory in Banach spaces, but has 
applications in the study of random equations which arise in applied mathe- 
matics. We refer to [l, Chap. 1; 2; 8-10; 151 for discussions of probability 
measures on Banach spaces. 
In this paper we consider probability measures on tensor products of Banach 
spaces with Schauder bases. Our work is motivated by the fact that many of the 
function spaces which arise in the study of probability theory in Banach spaces 
and in the theory of random equations, and many of the classes of operators 
considered in probabilistic operator theory, can be represented as tensor 
products of Banach spaces. Hence it is of interest in probabilistic analysis to 
have a method for constructing measures on such spaces. 
In Section 2 we present some basic definitions and theorems concerning 
tensor products of Banach spaces which are used in this paper. Section 3, 
which is the main part of this paper, is devoted to the construction of probability 
measures on tensor products of Banach spaces. We restrict our attention to 
Banach spaces with Schauder bases. In this case the construction is carried 
out using results of Gelbaum and Gil de Lamadrid [4] on tensor products 
of Banach spaces with Schauder bases, and the method of Kampt de FCriet [7] 
for the construction of probability measures on such Banach spaces. In a sub- 
sequent paper we will consider some properties of probability measures on 
tensor products of Banach spaces, and study some concrete examples. 
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2. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF BANACH SPACES 
2.1. In this section we list some basic definitions and theorems con- 
cerning tensor products of Banach spaces which are used in this paper. For 
detailed expositions of tensor products of Banach spaces and their properties 
we refer to [S, 6, 12, 131. 
2.2. Let S and CV be two Banach spaces. Following Schatten, we intro- 
duce the symbols @ and .f*, and for elements x1 , xs ,..., x, and yi , yz ,..., j2, 
in % and gy, respectively, we construct the formal expressions 
The above expression can be rewritten as 
il xi OYi * (2.1) 
Among all expressions of form (2.1) we introduce an equivalence relation N as 
(i) xlOyl *+.x20y2.+. ... *f-x, Oyn 
"Xl' @y1, .f- X2' @y2. of- ... .f- X,' By&, 
where l’, 2’,..., n’ denotes any permutation of the integers 1,2,..., n. 
(iia) (xi + XT) Byi *+. x2 By2 a+* ... a+. x, @yn 
,-Xl’ By1 .+.x; @y1 ‘+‘x,@y,-+. “‘X, @yn. 
(iib) ~~O(y~+y~)~+~~~Oy~~+.....+.x~~y~ 
-xloYl' .f- x163$ '+~x,@y,*+~*~~ .+*x, @yn. 
(iii) (+J Or1 *+* (a29c2) Or2 *+a ... a+. (w,) Om 
--lO(~lYl) .+.x2 o(~2.Y2).+* ... *+*x, O(%byJ. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Two expressions EL, xi @yi and xc, wi @ z( are said 
to be equivalent if one can be transformed into the other by a finite number of 
successive applications of (i), (iia), (iib), and (iii). The equivalence is denoted by 
P-2) 
From now on we use the notation xi”=, xi @yi to represent the class which 
contains xi”=1 xi @ yi . 
6831713-6 
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DEFINITION 2.2. X 0 ?!I denotes the set of all expressions of the form 
XL xi 0 Yi f  
DEFINITION 2.3. A norm a: on X. 9 is called a crossnorm if ,(x my) = 
IIx/j.IIyJjforallxOyEX^O. 
DEFINITION 2.4. X 0, g denotes the completion of X 0 5Y under the 
norm (Y. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For xy=, xi @ yi in X 0 %, we define 
(2.3) 
where the sup is taken over the set of all numbers obtained when f  # 0, g # 0 
vary in X* and g*, respectively. The norm h defined by (2.3) is called the 
least crossnorm. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let zF=r Zi @gi be a fixed expression in X 0 CV. We 
define 
(2.4) 
where the inf is taken over the set of all expressions Cy=r xi @ yj equivalent to 
g, 3, @fi . 
The norm y  defined by (2.4) is the greatest crossnorm. 
2.3. Let X be a linear topological space. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let {e,} be a basis of X. The sequence of linear functionals 
{e,*} defined by 
ej*(x) = aj, j = 1, 2,..., 
where x = x:i”=, aiei , is called the sequence of coeficient functionals associated 
with the basis {e,>. 
DEFINITION 2.8. A basis {e,} of X is said to be a Schauder Qasis of X if all 
coefficient functionals e,* are continuous on X. 
We refer to [ll, 141 for discussions of Banach spaces with Schauder bases. 
Since every known (natural) example of a separable Banach space has a Schauder 
basis, the following result if of interest. 
THEOREM 2.1. If  XI and X2 are separable Banach spaces, then the tensor 
product of XI and Xz is separable. 
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Let r, = {e n , e,*> be a biorthogonal set of a Banach space %r , and let 
I’, = {fn , fn*} be a biorthogonal set of a Banach space Xs . Hence {e,} (resp. 
{fn}) is a Schauder basis of %r (resp. S,) with {e,*} (resp. {fn*}) the associated 
sequence of coefficient functionals. 
The elements e,* @ fn* can be considered as belonging to (.%“r 0, Xs)* for 
any crossnorm 01, and (e, of,, , e,* @ fn*} is clearly a biorthogonal set. 
Gelbaum and Gil de Lamadrid [4] have enumerated this set as 
el 0.L el Oh el Of3 ... 
e2 Oh e2 Of2 e2 Of3 *" 
e3 Oh e3 Ofi e3 Oh ... 
In the above table the elements are ordered by listing the entries on the two 
inner sides of each successive upper left-hand block to obtain 
el Ofi, el Ofit e2 Ofi, e2 Ofi, el Oh, e2 Of3, e3 Oh, 
e, Of2 , e3 Ofi ,..., 
el of?%, e2 @fk ,-., ek @fk, ek @fk-l,..., ek @fi, ek @fi ,.... 
This double sequence with the given order is called the tensor product of {e,> 
and {fi2}, written E OF. Similarly, E* OF* denotes the set {e,* @ fn*} with 
the corresponding order. The biorthogonal set formed by E @F and E* @F* 
is called the tensor product of r, and r2 , and denoted by r, @ r2 . 
THEOREM 2.2 [4]. I f  r, defkes a Schauder basis for Xl and r2 defines a 
Schauder basis for 9Jz , then r, @ r2 defines a Schauder basis for LiTI @,, Z2 . 
Let r = {e, , n e *} be a Schauder basis of a Banach space 3”. Xr denotes 
the closed linear manifold in S* generated by {e,*}. 
DEFINITION 2.9. If the imbedding H: 57 + (?I?)* is isometric, I’ is said to 
satisfy the condition of isometry. 
THEOREM 2.3 [4]. I f  both T’, and r2 satisfy the condition of isometry, then 
r, @ I’, defines a Schauder basis fw Sl @,, Z2 . 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF PROBABILITY MEASURES ON TENSOR PRODUCTS OF 
BANACH SPACES WITH SCHAUDER BASES 
3.1. Let x(w) be a real-valued random variable defined on a probability 
measure space (Q, OZ, CL); and let B E 9, where a is the u-algebra of Bore1 sets 
of R. Put 
v,JB) = /.L o a+(B) = /.+a: x(w) E B}). (3.1) 
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Then, vt. defines the probability distribution, or simply the distribution, of the 
random variable x. It is easy to see that V, is a probability measure on 9; hence 
vz is called the probability measure induced on 9 by p and x, and (R, SY, v,) is 
called the induced probability measure space. 
Now, let X(W) be a Banach space-valued random variable; that is X(W) is a 
random variable with values in the measurable space (Z-,9), where 55 is a 
Banach space and 9 is the u-algebra of Bore1 subsets of 3. As in the classical 
case outlined above, p and x induce a probability measure vz on (X, 9). In the 
development of the theory of probability measures on Banach spaces, and in 
the study of solutions of random equations in Banach spaces, the actual construc- 
tion of probability measures on concrete Banach spaces and the study of their 
properties is of great importance. 
In this section we consider the construction of probability measures on 
tensor products of Banach spaces with Schauder bases. Two basic methods are 
employed in our construction. The first method we use is that of Gelbaum 
and Gil de Lamadrid, which was outlined in Section 2.3. The second method 
is that of KampC de FCriet [7], (cf. also [I, Chap. I]), which is a method for the 
construction of probability measures on Banach spaces with Schauder bases. 
KampC de FCriet’s method is outlined below. 
Let R, denote the space of all sequences of real numbers. If  % has a Schauder 
basis, then, by definition, X is isomorphic to a subspace 2 C R,: x = Af, 
$ = A-lx , x E %, 2 E 9. Define a sequence {YJ of functions as follows: 
We define a function ?n,k as 
%*kh+l >..‘, 7n+?J = !I xn+le - XT2 II = ul,+,(O,..., 0, 7n+1 ,-.*, 7n+d. 
Now, the sequence {xn} is strongly convergent if, and only if, 
inbl sup,>, I/ x,+~ - x, 11 = 0; hence the space 5? C R, which is isomorphic 
to 9” can be defined as 
9 = {h> C R, : inf sup ~~,k(rl,+r ,..., 71,,+k) = 0). 
n>1 K>l 
9? becomes a Banach space under the norm 
II 2 l/g = s;ul$ I/xn II = s;J yI,(71 ,-, 77d 
Because % and 5? are isomorphic, the construction of a probability measure v  
on S reduces to the construction of a probability measure 3 on 9. The construc- 
tion of i; can be carried out as follows. Let 
$1 = (4 E R 
% = h-1 7 rlz) 6 R, 7 
% = (71 ,..., in) E R, ; 
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and, for every n, let i;, be a probability measure on (R, , a’,), where 3Y,, is the 
u-algebra of all Bore1 sets of R, . Let the sequence {c,} satisfy the consistency 
conditions 
Cd&) = 1, 
~n+*(~n+lPnN = w4zh 
where ~n+l(&J is a cylinder set in R,,, with base B,(EL@~) in R, ; that is, 
rn+,(B,) = P,,,: % E B, , --co -=c rln+l -=I a>. 
Let 3Pm be the u-algebra of subsets of R, generated by the cylinder sets 
l-‘&B,) = (2 E R: 2% E B, , --CO<7jn+~<00,h=1,2 )... >. 
Now, by Kolmogorov’s extension theorem, there exists a unique probability 
measure C on R, such that 
I;(R,) = 1, 
V’..(W) = C&J. 
We remark that the set 5! is c-measurable. This follows from the continuity 
of the functions vPn,k on R,,, , and the fact that Z? is defined by countable 
operations on the yn,k . 
Finally, let & be the restriction of .c%~ to 2?‘. For B E &, let H = A[B], 
B = A-l[H]; and define v so that v(H) = C(B). Hence, through the isomorphism 
between 9! and %, we obtain a measure space (X, #, V) = A(.%?, &, fi), where 
JE4 is the a-algebra of subsets of 9 defined by H = A[B]. 
It is clear that 0 < ~(3) = ;(.5?) < 1. W e now give conditions in order that 
~(3) =: 1; that is, that (3, X, V) b e a probability measure space. For a given 
h > 0, consider the cylinder set 
r,*m = (5: %z+le EFn,,(4, --co -==I 7n+k+j -c Qj = 1, %...I 
with base F&A) = &, {5&+A: ~,&~+r ,..., r],+J < A}. We have 
THEOREM 3.1 [7]. The measure space (55, z?, v) induced by the isomorphism 
A of (9, .G%, C) is a probability measure space if and only ;f the sequence {ijlE} satisfies, 
in addition to the consistency conditions C(R,) = 1 and P,+,(T,+,(B,)) = G,(B,), 
the condition 
inf sup inf 3,+#,,&)) = 1. 
A>0 &17&l 
3.2. Let .%r and .!Y2 be two Banach spaces with Schauder bases 
rr{e, , e,*) and I’, = {fn , fn*>, respectively. Let Rw denote the space of all 
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sequences of real numbers, 9”, denote the minimal a-algebra generated by 
&(LQ = {x E R, : (xl , x2 ,..., x,) E B, , --co < x,,+~ < co, k = I, 2 ,... }, 
where gn denotes the o-algebra of Bore1 subsets of R, , and B, E gn . We 
denote by p a probability measure on R, which satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1 .r 
Further, let M, and Ma denote subspaces of R, ; and let Ti denote the 
isomorphism (of Theorem 3.1) from Mi into %‘i (i = 1, 2) defined as 
T;l 1 cjej = {Cl , c* ,...), 
i 1 (3.3) 
Til c c& = {cl’, c~‘,...). 
( 1 (3.4) 
Hence Mi = Z$ and Ti = A in the previous notation. Since T;‘(q) = 
(0, 0 )..., I)... } and T;‘(fi) = (0, 0 ,..., I,... }, where the ith coordinate is 1 and 
all other coordinates are 0, we can denote both T;‘(eJ and T;l(fi) byg, . Hence 
Tl (x cigij = C vi E MI , (3.5) 
Tz (1 ci’gi) = c ci’fi E M, . (3.6) 
Now, consider the tensor product Banach spaces 9-r 0, %a and 9-r @A %a . 
By Theorem 2.2, r, @ r, defines a Schauder basis for %r a,, %.a . Now let n/l, 
be a subspace of R, . Using the Gelbaum-Gil de Lamadrid ordering, we can 
define an isomorphism T, from M3 onto X1 @, Xa as 
T&J = ej Oh , (3.7) 
where 
i(j, k) = (k - 1)” + j, if j < k, 
=j* - (k - l), if j > k. 
(3.8) 
Conversely, j(i) and k(i) are defined as follows. Let t10 be the greatest integer 
such that no2 < i; that is, no2 < i < (n, + 1)2. 
(i) I f  i = no2 = 0, thenj(i) = n, and k(i) = 1. 
(ii) IfO<i-rzn,2<n,+1,thenj(i)=i2-rz0andk(i)=n,+1. 
(iii) I f  rzO + 1 < i - no2 < 2n, + 1 (since i - no2 is at most equal to 
2i + l), then j(i) = n, + I and k(i) = (2n, + 1) - (i - no2) + I. We can now 
define T3 as 
K1 (C cream 0 C ~~5) = C ~,‘m~.~) . (3.9) 
1 f~ is chosen such that the Banach spaces 9, , E2, %I @Jy X2 and S, @,+ 3% satisfy 
the conditions in Theorem 3.1 simultaneously. Such spaces exist since, for instance, all 
finite-dimensional spaces satisfy this prescription. 
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Let us now assume that both r, and r, satisfy the condition of isometry. 
Then Theorem 2.3 asserts that r, @ r, defines a Schauder basis for %i @A %a . 
Let M4 be a subspace of R, . An isomorphism from M4 onto Xi @A %a can be 
defined as above; that is, 
T? (C cmern 0 1 cd) = 1 wn’gi(m,n) . (3.10) 
The next four theorems, which are of a technical nature, deal with the 
equivalence of norms and topological equivalence. 
THEOREM 3.2. The greatest crossnorm y  on MI 0 Mz and the norm K on 
Tgl(SYI Q, 5Y.J induced by T3 are equivalent. 
In order to prove the above theorem we need several lemmas, which we state 
without proof. 
LEMMA 3.1. If C xi @ yi - x xj’ @ yi’, then C T,(xJ @I T,(y,) - 
C Tdq’) 0 T,(Y;). 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) For every x E MI and y  E M, , T,(x) @ T,(y) = T,(x @ y), 
wherek=3,4.(b)ForeveryxiE.%t^landyiE%z,i=1,2 ,..., n, 
-fl T&i) 0 T,(Y,) = TI, ( $,, xi OY,) 3 k = 3>4. 
LEMMA 3.3. MI 0 M, = T&5?, 0 %J, k = 3,4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. From Lemma 3.3 we have that MI 0 Mz = 
T;l(%, 0 XJ; hence it is “reasonable” to conclude that the norms y on 
MI 0 M, and ys on Tgl(XI 0 XJ are equivalent. However, the proof, which 
we give in an abbreviated form, is: 
(i) For every Cr=, xi @ yi E MI 0 M, , 
= --___ 
II Tl II . II T2 II 
I/ C T&i) 0 T,(yi)i/ 
9-~ Oft-~ 
1 
= !I TX II - II T2II 
(I C T2(xi 0 Yi$ (by Lemma 3.2) 
%-~ ox* 
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(ii) For every n, Cy=, xi @ yi E Z’i1(5Y1 0 3s) 
Parts (i) and (ii) establish the assertion of the theorem. 
An analogous result can be obtained for the least crossnorm h. We have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. The least crossnorm h on Ml 0 M, and the norm A, on 
Tcl(Sl 0 L3Y.J induced by T4 are equivalent. 
We omit the proof of the above theorem, but state a necessary lemma. We 
first note that Tl induces an isomorphism from Ml* onto Z1*, and T, induces 
an isomorphism from M,* onto Zt”, *. The induced isomorphisms are defined as 
T,(F) = FT;l = $’ E Sl*, for all FE Ml*, 
T,(G) = GT;l = e E !Z2*, for all FE M,*. 
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LEMMA 3.4. (a) II/F Ill 3 111 fi Ill/II T,-l II for all FE MI*, P = FT,-1 E SI*, 
mui Ill G Ill 2 Ill 6 lll/ll T;’ (I fat all GE Mz*, e = GT;1 E S2*. 
@I Ill fl III 3 III F Ill/II Tl II for all 8 E Sl*, F = PT, E MI*, and 111 & I/j 2 
III G Illill Tz II for all ~2 6 AZ- 2*, G = GT, E Ma*. (In the above, 111 * I/[ denotes 
the sup norm.) 
Finally, we state the following theorems on topological equivalence. 
THEOREM 3.4. The spaces Ml 0, n/r, and MS = Til(Zl 0, .X2) are topo- 
logically isomorphic. 
THEOREM 3.5. The spaces MI @A M2 and M4 = TL~(X~ @)A S2) are topo- 
logically equivalent. 
3.3. We now consider some measure-theoretic problems. Since 5Yl and 
X2 have Schauder bases rl and I’, , respectively, we denote by y1 and vs the 
probability measures induced on sl and 25s by the pairs (Ml , Tl) and (M, , T,), 
respectively. The construction is carried out using the method of KampC de 
Feriet. Similarly, the pair (MS , T3) will induce a probability measure V, on 
~10,~2; and if both rl and r, satisfy the condition of isometry, then the 
pair (M, , T4) will induce a probability measure on (5Yl @ 5Y.J. 
We now show that the tensor product of a v,-measurable set and a u,-mea- 
surable set is both vs-measurable and v,-measurable. The following terminology 
is introduced. The restrictions of us and v, on the Bore1 algebra of the tensor 
product of all v,-measurable sets and v,-measurable sets are called the tensor 
product of the probability measures v1 and v2 with respect to the ~r~~sn~~ms y and h, 
respectively. Also, we use the notation or 0, ~a to denote the tensor product 
probability measure of v1 and v2 with respect to y, and v, @A v2 to denote the tensor 
product probability measure of v1 and v2 with respect to h. 
THEOREM 3.6. The tensor product of a v,-measurable set in SI and a v,-mea- 
surable set in X2 is a v,-measurable set in Xl 0, S2 ; that is, Hl @ H, C Hz , 
where HI = {T,(A n Ml) : A E SY’,}, Hz = {T,(A n M,) : A E a’,}, and Hz = 
{T,(A n M,) : A E a-}. 
We first state and indicate the proofs of several lemmas which are needed 
for the proof of the above theorem. 
LEMMA 3.5. L%~ = 7, where 7 is the minimal a-algebra generated by all open 
sets of the form W = n,:, Wi , where the Wi are open in R and equal to R fw 
all but a finite number of Wi . 
The proof is straightforward; hence we omit it. 
We now state, without proof, the following lemma (cf. [3, p. 691). 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let ,5? be a Polish space, and let Y be a Hausdorflspace; and let p 
be a measure on ?Y. Further, assume every closed subset of 9Y is p-measurable. 
If  f :  % + uY is continuous, then the f-image of every Bore1 subset of .F is p-mea- 
surable. 
LEMMA 3.7. If A and B are Bore1 sets in R, then A . B = (x : x = a . b, 
asA,bEB)isaBorelsetinR. 
Proof. LetX=R~R,~?/==R,putf(x,y)=x.y,(x,y)ER~R,and 
define p on 9Y to be the Bore1 measure. Clearly the hypothesis of Lemma 3.6 
are satisfied. A x B is Bore1 if A and B are Borel; therefore A . B = f(A x B) 
is Borel. 
LEMMA 3.8. The tensor product of two Bore1 sets in R, is a Bore1 set in R, . 
Proof. Let A = {All possible countable unions of JJT=“=, Bi : B, a Bore1 set 
in R, i = 1,2,...). We want to show that A = 99, (= 7). The following are 
stated without proof. 
(1) 4 and R, are in A. 
(2) For all D E A, D is of the form 
and DC E A. 
(3) If {D1, D, ,... } C A, then lJ7-r Dj E A. 
(4) If (D1 , D, ,... } CA, then fiTz, Di E A. 
It follows from (l)-(4) that A is a a-algebra. For any set W = n Wi , where 
Wi is open, we know Wi is also a Bore1 set. Hence A contains all sets of the 
form fl Wi . Therefore, A 3 t, since 7 is the smallest a-algebra containing 
n Wi . It is obvious that A C T; hence we have A = aa = 7. 
We now prove the statement of the lemma. For any part of Bore1 sets U, V, 
in R, we have 
where U,,, and V,,, are Bore1 sets in R for i, j, and m, n = 1, 2 ,... . We have 
l2 0 v = ,“j fi fl Ui.nvj:..m 9 
n=1m=1 i,i 
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where l3i.j ui.nV,,m is in Gelbaum-Gil de Lamadrid ordering. It follows 
from Lemma 3.7 that U @ V is Bore1 set in R, . 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Since %i , %a and X1 a,, Zz are Banach spaces with 
countable basis, they are Polish spaces. The probability measure space 
(R, , :@‘, , p) is Hausdorff, and p is a Bore1 measure. Now since Tl , T, , T3 , 
T;l, T$, and T;l are continuous, it follows from Lemma 3.7 that the 
Tl , T2, T3, Tc’, T;‘, T;‘-images of Bore1 sets are Bore1 sets. 
Let A E Hi , B E H, . It follows from Lemma 3.8 that T,(A) @ T,(B) is a 
Bore1 set in R, , since T,(A) C M, and T,(B) C M, . Now 
T,(A) 0 T,(B) C Ml 0 Mz C Ml 0, n/r, 
and 
T,(A) 0 T,(B) = T,(A 0 B) C Ml 0, Ms . 
Also, 
A @ B = T,-l(T,(A @ B)) 
= T;YTl(4 0 T,(B)) C T,-‘(n/r, 0, MS, 
= M, . 
Since the Til image of a Bore1 set is Borel, we have an A @ B as a Bore1 set 
in M3 ; that is, A @ B E H3 . Therefore, HI @ H2 C H3 . 
An analogous result can be obtained for the least crossnorm A. We simply 
state this result without proof. 
THEOREM 3.7. The tensor product of a v,-measurable set in ,Yl and a v,-mea- 
surable set in X2 is v,-measurable in Sl Q Z2 ; that is, HI @ H, C H4 , where 
H4 = (T&l n MJ : d E &,}. 
3.4. Suppose {ak} is an unconditional basis2 for Zl On Xz (or %i 0, %J. 
Then, for any particular ordering of ( CQ we may induce a probability measure v >
on 5Y1 Q TE ,^ (or %I 0, X2). Let 
(4 , is ,..., i,) is the permutation of (1, 2 ,..., n)}. 
Now,~ for any ordering, denoted say by r, of a Schauder basis {arc}, r will induce 
a probability measure v,. . If we take the awerage of all of these possible probability 
2 A basis r = {e, , e,*} of a Banach space X is said to be unconditional if for all x E X 
the serxzs Et”-, e,*(.x)~ converges unconditionally. 
s Here we use the fact that an unconditional basis is a Schauder basis, but not conversely. 
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measures, then we obtain a probability measure which will be independent of 
the ordering of the Schauder basis. We remark that the above holds for finite 
permutations only. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For any A E HI @ H, , we define 
v(A) = ;+y sup S,(A), 
!(A) = k+i inf S,(A), 
where S,(A) = xrEbn v,(A)/n! 
Since for all Y, 0 < v,(A) < I, and also since @,, contains n! possible different 
orders (cyk>, we can say that S,(A) is also less than or equal to 1 and nonnegative. 
Thus we know that i; and f: will exist for all A. 
We now state and prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3.8. V and r are probability measures on CT1 @A S, and Tl 0, Z2 , 
respectively. 
Proof. The proof (which we give for i only) is in three parts: 
(i) We have F($) = 0, since y(4) = 0 implies S,(C$) = 0 for all n; and 
we have lim,,, sup S,(4) = 0. 
(ii) Proceeding as above, it follows that 
+?“I @A F?.> = 11 
and 
I+-~ @,2-J = 1. 
(iii) I f  {Ai},“=, are pairwise disjoint, we have, omitting several steps, 
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